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Bush Baby Safaris is a South African-based business with thirteen years of experience organising
South Africa safaris. With an intimate knowledge of this exquisite continent, and a passion that is
exceeded only by our experience, there really is little doubt as to just why Bush Baby hold such a
prestigious reputation.

The South Africa tours that we offer will truly transport you to another world. Whether youâ€™re looking
to depart on your very first South Africa safaris, or are returning to all the wonder that this continent
offers, here at Bush Baby we will not disappoint you.

The tailored nature of the South Africa safaris that we offer means that once you choose Bush
Baby, our South African tours will cater for your specific requirements. You have the opportunity to
extend or shorten our South Africa safaris, or even remove elements that do not appeal to you. Of
course, when you choose to add these bespoke elements to one of our South Africa Safaris, we will
adjust the price accordingly, ensuring that these once in a lifetime excursions cater to your exact
budgetary requirements.

When you embark on one of our South Africa safaris you can rest assured that the strictest
precautions are actively adhered to. The guided tours themselves are run with a qualified guide and
private vehicle. Should you prefer to drive yourself then this can be arranged too.

All of the meals that are provided on our South Africa safaris are simply exquisite, sure to tantalise
your taste buds. The cuisine reflects the culinary delights of the region and is always prepared with
care and attention. We take pride in our ability to offer you the complete experience of South Africa,
and hence the menus reflect this.

If youâ€™d like to find out any more information about the tours of South Africa that we provide, or to
book your place on one of our excursions then you need only come and visit us online at:
www.bushbaby.co.za.
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Mary Porter - About Author:
a South Africa safaris are a great way to discover the outdoors and the animals within and at
bushbaby.co.za we have the best a South African tours available. Visit us today for more
information!
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